Psychological concern among ortho trauma patients: A narrative review
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Abstract

Injury pertaining to musculoskeletal system might be unexpected to the victim both physically and mentally. Injured person might be unprepared to be bombarded with sudden hospital visit, painful procedures and dependence on others. Presence of psychiatric illness might just aggravate the anxiety symptoms and make the prognosis poor. Psychological concerns could be related to emergency admission, initial detailed diagnostic procedures to be undergone, high severity pain, dependency on relatives or hospital staff for doing the basic things. They might start using unhealthy defence mechanism like denial, regression, avoidance just to escape the pain of ortho-trauma. Treatment protocol needs inclusion of psychological issues right from admission to rehabilitation in a team effort.
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Introduction

Orthopaedic trauma is defined as a severe injury to part of the musculoskeletal system such as bones, joints, or ligaments [1]. Road traffic accidents is most common reason of Orthopaedic trauma, other reasons which can attribute to such trauma are industrial injuries, accidents fall and slip [2,3,]. Globally an estimated 103 million people died due to Road traffic accident and around 78.2 million are injured [4]. Worldwide orthopaedic traumatic injuries accounts for accounting for 16% of total burden of the disease [5]. Such trauma not only results in physical effect but also range of other negative health outcomes including mental health problems [6]. Psychiatric disorder and emotional upset are reported to be 3-5% higher among these patients and may continue to persist for a longer duration even after when physical health is restored [7]. Survivors commonly experience post-traumatic stress syndrome, depression, and anxiety, all of which interfere with functional gains and quality of life [6]. Depression and anxiety are the most common disorders occurring in these patients [8,9]. The prevalence of psychological issues is determined by
various factors like severity of the injury, time of assessment of psychiatric morbidities and tools used to assess such disorder and other underlying factors such as family support, family responsibilities, financial resources [6,7,9]. This topic highlights the presence of psychological issues among orthopaedic trauma patients and which necessitate the evaluation of such persons and appropriate treatment can be given to alleviate the suffering of such persons.

| Table 1: Prevalence of psychological disorder among ortho injury patients. |
|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------|---------------------------------|-------------------|-----------------|
| Author and year | Purpose | Research design | Sample characteristics | Sample size | Results |
| Sharma A, CM GD. Study of depressive and anxiety symptoms in patients with orthopaedic trauma. Indian Journal of Orthopaedics. 2016;2(4):393-5. | To identify depressive and anxiety symptoms in post-traumatic patients | Cross sectional | Post traumatic orthopaedic patients | 108/ 41.9 | 26% of patients in acute duration of orthopaedic trauma i.e., within 45 days of injury had moderate – severe anxiety symptoms and 36% of the patients had moderate – severe depressive symptoms and 8% had both. |
| Malik P, Garg R, Sidhu S, Sharma KC, Gula AD. Psychiatric morbidity in post traumatic orthopedically handicapped patients. Delhi Psychiatry Journal. 2012 Apr;15(1):130-5. | to find out the prevalence of psychiatric disorders and factors affecting these disorders in post traumatic orthopedically handicapped patients | cross-sectional study | post traumatic orthopedically handicapped inpatients and outpatients | 71/33.29 | (67.6%) had psychiatric symptoms with depressive disorder (38%), PTSD (26.8%). Remaining patients had phobic anxiety disorder (15.5%), adjustment disorder (14%), somatoform disorder (12.7%), and acute stress reaction (4.2%). |
| Jain R, Rishi R, Sharma B, Kiyawat V. Role of depression and its associating factors in indoor orthopaedic patients. Asian Journal of Medical Sciences. 2015 Jun 16:6(6):70-6. | to investigate the role, prevalence and associating factors of depression disorder in orthopaedic inpatients | cross-sectional study | orthopaedic inpatients | 426/34.17 | Depressive disorder was identified in 87.6% indoor patients significantly (p<0.001) influenced female more than male. |

Causal factors triggering psychological issues

Psychological aspect is one of the neglected or willingly ignored issues among trauma patients. History or presence of psychiatric disorder among trauma victims might cause either delay in approaching treatment, increased risk for trauma, fear and issues regarding healing or body disfigurement might cause altered or poor prognosis [10].

Psychological stress is associated with many factors associated with trauma which could include various components like pattern of trauma, either trauma was sudden or acute, bodily part affected and its importance in one’s daily living and current life social issues being faced by the patient. Trauma patient
has to face some unexpected events post injury like experiencing painful trauma, ambulance transport, and transfer from primary health care centre to advanced settings or tertiary care, long waiting for admission procedure, undergoing certain surgical procedures, intensive care admission. The trauma experiencing client is horrified with the pain and unable to adjust to new environment and involvement in all the procedure requiring active participation from him. Admission process involves sudden body exposure for physical examination, unending intravenous puncture and sampling collection for impending surgical procedure that is expected. Then comes investigations like X-ray without any anaesthesia and the technician yelling for correct placement but pain grasped patient starts showing guarded behaviour by that duration after injury [11].

Pain perceived post trauma could be severe in nature and with delay in management of sharp prickling pain could lead to exaggerated symptoms of anxiety, hostility and sleep disturbances. Sudden feeling of helplessness and being overly dependent on others for basic things might be overwhelming for trauma patients with focusing on pain perception for most part of the day. High frequency of psychological symptoms like anxiety, depression and PTSD has been reported among patients with injury related chronic pain [11,12].

Highly noisy hospital environment with continuous buzzing of machinery sounds like infusion pump beeps, ventilator beeps, monitors further frighten traumatized patient. They lack frame of reference. Limited verbal communication with near and dear one, inability to express ones thought in healthcare professional’s presence lead to emotional distress. Sensory deprivation could be result of closed environment, continuous repetitious hospital routine like constant vital monitoring, medication administration, round the clock healthcare rounds. Patients become less oriented to time and place. A six month follow up study among ICU survivors of traumatic injury found prevalence risk for of PTSD as high as 21% and some of the ICU conditions like coma time, mechanical ventilation, sedation, use of sedatives like benzodiazepine, pain relieving medication, and symptoms of acute stress, worrying about reaching deathbed, feeling completely helpless or completely dependent on others and powerless in relation to the accident and/or ICU correlated significantly with PTSD symptoms [11,13].

**Psychological issues**

Psychological reactions shown by trauma patients might be an eye view of various coping mechanism being in collation with defence mechanism. Previous studies point that victims blaming others for events leading to trauma have shown poor outcome related to functional aspect, health outcomes and returning to work [14]. Traumatic event continues to run in flashback and patient claim's self-blame how it could have been averted, if at that particular moment he or she might have been more careful. The scar injury continues to be a persistent reminder of the traumatic event especially injuries affecting functional changes [15]. Disappointment regarding inability to attend many of family gathering because of trauma injury and ashamed feeling of body image due to trauma disfigurement or surgery marks. Prolonged grief could be seen along with feeling of loss of control, loss of certain body image, loss of social connection or loss of financial stability. The overnight or within fraction of seconds changes make them unable to accom-
modate to these changes especially changes involving sensory perceptions like phantom limb sensation or pain [16].

Sleep deprivation is one of the major causes of emotional up-down among trauma patient. Natural circadian rhythm is disturbed pertaining to round the clock hospital lightings, noisy monitors and ineffective management of pain during various surgical procedures. Identification of hospital environment as a strange and unfamiliar new area creates unnecessary thoughts, doubts and overthinking continues regarding poorest prognosis gives mind less time for healthy sleep. It has been reported among inpatient traumatic orthopaedic patient that nearly 86% of the patient’s had sleep disturbances and sleep disturbance was found to be associated with bodily pain vitality and mental health issues cited by these patients [17].

Presence of psychiatric illness in hospitalized patients with orthopaedic injuries and that psychiatric comorbidity is correlated with higher prevalence of surgical complications, longer hospital stay and higher in hospital mortality. It has been witnessed from the previous researches that, low-income patients with psychiatric illness remain in acute hospital care twice as long as the conventionally insured patients [18]. Immune modulation could be one of the reasons for higher post-operative infection rates among patients with psychiatric illness. Cytokines like IL B, IL-6 and TNFα can trigger inflammatory response initiating psychological stress. Depression induces immune dysfunction by acting on pro-inflammatory cytokines [19].

**Approaches to address psychological issues**

Once the physical ailment is corrected and patient is stabilized attention should be given to psychological impact of trauma. Psychological interventions are required at various stages of treatment [20]. Literature about orthopaedic injuries suggest the importance of addressing the psychological issue along with physical disability in order to improve quality of life among ortho-injury patients [10]. It is essential to envisage the adverse use of mental mechanism like denial, anger and other Greif reaction. In early phase of injury patients may not accept the accident (Denial) which somewhere may help in reducing development of depression and anxiety, so use of defence mechanism like denial should not be abruptly removed. In this stage patient must be encouraged to communicate fear, worries and thoughts of self-destruction and guilt [11]. Management of the anger is essential as this may lead to self-harm or aggression. Past studies suggested the association of pain with anger [21]. Henceforth managing pain will be helpful in reducing the anger and associated reactions [22]. Grief is a gradual process which will subside with time, adequate measure like family support, emotional and psychological support must be given for healthier come out from this situation.

Patient who will undergo surgical procedure intervention are required at various stages i.e. Preoperatively, postoperatively and at the time of rehabilitation.

Preoperative psychological care is required for addressing emotional needs prior to performance of any surgical intervention [23]. Patient’s suffering from any psychological issues (such as depression or grieving), are at higher risk of having less functional improvement after orthopaedic surgery. Research
studies have suggested the effectiveness of educational intervention preoperatively to improve emotional health [24-26].

Successful postoperative care may require different care pathways with different levels of support, depending on the patient’s preoperative psychological health [27]. Such pathways may involve teams of clinicians, including physical therapists, behavioural psychologists, and other support professionals. More research is needed to define perioperative interventions that need to be adopted by health care personnel dealing ortho injury patients that will simultaneously support the physical and mental health of the patients to ensure optimal functional gain after successful surgery. Finding practical financial and operational models to follow tailored pathways of care will be much suitable.

Non-judgmental social support provided to patients by nonfamily member is important to the patient’s positive outlook while he or she is in the hospital [8]. Physical injury resulting due to orthopaedic trauma once corrected requires physical rehabilitation to achieve optimum level of rehabilitation. But in various settings from long time, much focus was given to physical rehabilitation to correct the functional deficit whereas psychological impact of the illness were not assumed or ignored [28]. It is detrimental from previous studies that psychiatric comorbidity will be able to determine the prognosis of the patients and acute and chronic recovery [29-31]. Early recognition and assessment of patients with distress can help health care team members provide the needful resources and support for reduction of distress. Holistic approach needs to be adopted for quality care.

Several interventions and strategies that can help trauma patients enhance their short-term recovery include holistic approaches, brief counselling sessions, relaxation techniques, interventions from positive psychology use of adaptive coping skills, mindfulness, peer visitation, and educational resources [32-34]. Study conducted on effect of stress inoculation training (cognitive behavioural interventions) resulted in reduction of pain and anxiety among orthopaedic injury patients [35]. The long-term physical and mental health of the trauma survivor can be enhanced by strategies that connect the survivor to a network of people with similar experiences or injuries, facilitate support groups, and social support networking. Rehabilitation specialists need to pay much attention toward psychological issue which can help optimize patient outcomes and quality of life by participating in and advocating these strategies [8].

**Conclusion**

In the current review it is observed that psychological issues among orthopaedic trauma patients are prevalent with depression and anxiety as most common psychiatric morbidity. Routine assessment and appropriate interventions can be used to address the psychological issues arisen due to orthopaedic trauma. Special attention need to be paid to those who are at higher risk such as females, amputated patients, patients with severe pain and fracture and other associated medical comorbidities. Further researches are required to find the relationship between severity of psychiatric disorders and factors such as comorbid medical illness and amputation. Research should evaluate cost-effective strategies that need to be identified to accomplish this goal.
Figure 1: Stress causing event on admission for a ortho- trauma patient.
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